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On October 18, 2018, President Trump 
signed the Music Modernization Act 
that was created to update the U.S. 

Copyright Law to contend with the numerous 
streaming online platforms.  The significance 
of the Act was the support for artists, producers, 
and copyright owners.  First, the law provided 
compensation for producers and engineers 
through the Act.  Secondly, compensation 
was provided for copyright holders pre-1972 
recordings.  Finally, the Act addressed the 
streaming technology and compensation to 
copyright holders by allowing copyright own-
ers to receive royalties easier. 

Prior to this Act, the first major law to 
address the digital age was the Digital Mil-
lennium Copyright Act in 1998 (DMCA).  
According to the U.S. Copyright Office, “the 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act provides 
for the implementation of the WIPO (World 
Intellectual Property Organization) Copyright 
Treaty and the Performances and Phonograms 
Treaty, limited online infringement liability for 
online service providers, and created a form of 
protection for vessel hulls, and clarified the role 
of the Copyright Office.” 

The importance of the DMCA is that it 
addressed the issue of online copyrighted ma-
terial.  The Act allows online service providers 
to utilize the “notice-of-takedown” procedure, 
which protects the online service provider from 
copyright liabilities, while assisting copyright 
owners with securing their rights.  Currently, 
these two major Acts have benefitted copyright 
holders and addressed the continuous change 
in technology in the United States.  Recently, 
the European Union enacted a change in their 
copyright laws through the Digital Singles 
Market Directive. 

It had been nearly 20 years since the Eu-
ropean Commission revised and updated the 
copyright laws for its members in regard to 
online information and technology.  The most 
recent activity regarding digital copyrights was 
in 2014, as the Court of Justice of the European 
Union addressed online copyright issues with 
the ruling regarding hyperlinking to copyright 
material.  The court defended copyright holders 
that have copyrighted material online from 
links to their works by others.  The courts 
stated that the copyright holders can protect 
their online works through restrictive access 

tools and the copyright owners will be able to 
take action against infringed works by those 
linking to their copyrighted works. 

Based on technological changes, the Euro-
pean Commission began to create new legis-
lation to meet the demands of online copyright 
laws in 2016.  According to the 
European Commission, “Europe 
needs to seize the opportunity 
and take the lead in updating 
copyright rules to support its 
culture and be competitive.”  
The Commission noted that 
72% of Internet users read 
online news sites, 56% of 
Internet users listen to music 
online, 66% of Internet users 
watch videos from commer-
cial or sharing services, and 
42% of Internet users watch Internet streamed 
TV from TV broadcasters.  The legislation 
was created to assist the 11.65 million jobs 
in the creative industry that contributes to 
€915 billion per year as part of the 6.8% of 
Europe’s GDP. 

The European Commission described the 
goals of the new copyright legislation.  First, 
the clearer digital rights and fewer worries 
for citizens’ goal is to ensure that Internet 
users will not have to worry about violating 
copyright laws by placing the burden on online 
platforms.  They will also provide information 
on those copyrighted materials that have been 
removed due to copyright, which would allow 
for the appeal of the removal.  In addition, 
Europeans will have access to books, films and 
audio works that were no longer commercially 
available in Europe through on-demand pro-
viders, as well as sharing copies of paintings, 
sculptures, and other works of art in the public 
domain without fear of copyright infringement. 

The second goal of the new legislation 
is to provide more control for creators of 
audio-visual, music, films, songs, etc. of their 
uploaded materials and to be compensated for 
the uploads.  The press publishers also have the 
right to negotiate better pay for the use of their 
newspapers and magazines by online services 
and the journalists will receive revenue through 
this agreement. 

The final goal is opportunities for science, 
education, and cultural heritage stated by 

the European Commission, “Students and 
teachers will be able to use digital materials 
and technologies for learning without facing 
copyright-related restrictions in their digital 
teaching activities.”  The goal also allows Eu-
ropean museums, libraries, film archives, and 
other cultural heritage institutions to digitize 
cultural works. 

Based on these goals, the 
European Commission began to 
update the European copyright 
laws for the digital demands.  

The European Commission noted, 
“The new copyright rules strike the 

right balance between the interests of 
different players in the digital environment 

— authors, other creators, and the press 
sector are better off, Internet users are better 

protected and the obligations online services 
are proportionate.”  The commission’s goals 
was to provide “clearer digital rights and fewer 
worries for citizens, a better deal for all creative 
sectors and the press, more opportunities for 
science, education, and cultural heritage, and 
fair remuneration for individual creators and 
journalists.” 

Due to the changing online commerce, the 
European Commission created the “Directive 
on Copyright in the Digital Single Market” 
that has already provided numerous debates 
for and against the legislation.  The Council of 
the European Union approved the directive on 
April 15, 2019.  This leaves the 28 European 
members two years to establish and enforce 
the new copyright law, which can also have 
various interpretations once the members have 
complied with the law. 

Some of the issues that have brought at-
tention to the European Union’s copyright law 
include censorship, free speech, intellectual 
property, amount of content available, and 
criminal copyright law procedures.  However, 
artists, publishers, and legislators state that the 
copyright law meets the demands of the digital 
era.  Due to the controversy, the European 
Commission, on August 28, 2019, called for 
open discussion regarding the legislation that 
would invite all stakeholders to “discuss best 
practices on how content-sharing platforms 
and service providers should cooperate with 
rights holders.” 
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Before the European Parliament voted to 
approve the copyright law, online platform 
providers that includes Google, YouTube, 
Facebook, Instagram, and other sharing plat-
forms opposed the legislation.  The reason 
the sharing platform providers opposed the 
legislation is based on Article 17 that requires 
the platform providers to install filters to 
catch copyright violations.  In addition, the 
legislation is requiring a “link tax” for online 
platforms.  According to Andrew Tyner (J.D. 
Candidate for 2020), the link tax “requires 
online platforms to pay fees to news outlets 
and other content creators for news shared on 
their sites.”

The legislation also caused protest from 
Internet users through the www.savetheinternet.
info website that documented over five million 
petition signees.  The concern regarding 
the filter was based on the concept that the 
filter could over block content and even filter 
content erroneously.  The responsible party for 
copyright infringement on the Internet is placed 
on Platform Sharing Online Services, such as 
Facebook or YouTube.  Tyner stated, “if a user 
shared a copyright protected song on YouTube 
without first licensing it, YouTube would be 
liable.”  In addition, this issue is unclear for 
other types of informative platforms.  For 
instance, blogs or RSS feeds similar to Google 
and Yahoo News may fall into this category.  
According to Marcello Rossi (The Journalism 
Company Nieman Lab), there was mention that 
Google News would shut down, which they had 
done previously in Spain due to a similar law. 

The new copyright laws are up to the mem-
ber countries to determine how to implement 
these laws based on the requirements set forth 
by the European Commission.  Finland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, and 
Sweden were the European members that also 
opposed the legislation, whereas Belgium, 
Estonia, and Slovenia abstained from the vote.  
Foo Yun Chee noted, “Google said the new 
rules would hurt Europe’s creative and digital 
economies, while critics said it would hit cash-
strapped smaller companies rather than the 
tech giants.”  Representatives for Poland also 
noted that the requirement to filter would lead 
to censorship.  Rossi noted that Google stated 

the company had already spent more than $100 
million dollars on the Content ID service. 

YouTube would have issues because they 
are required to receive permission from the 
rights holders of songs users upload.  The 
concern for YouTube and Internet activists is 
the system used to enforce copyright infringe-
ment.  Currently, YouTube uses the Content ID 
to enforce copyright, which cannot locate all 
copyright infringement content.  Google also 
makes the argument that it would be extreme-
ly complex to locate all copyright holders to 
negotiate agreements. 

As for the book publishing industry, the new 
Digital Single Market addresses digitalization 
practices for libraries, education, museums, 
and cultural heritage preservation projects.  
Jedrzej Maciejewski (Cracow University of 
Economics, Faculty of Economics and Inter-
national Relations, Department of European 
Economic Integration, Krakow, Poland) stated, 
“The book market in Europe is characterized 
by diversity and fragmentation in comparison 
with, for example, the American market, and 
is losing its share in the global book market 
with the development of book markets in 
emerging markets.”  He noted that the Euro-
pean Union implemented the Digital Single 
Market Strategy “to meet the challenges of the 
ongoing digitization” which controlled about 
6-7% of the European book market.  The new 
legislation “will create a new legal framework 
for European book markets.”

According to Maciejewski, the United 
States had 26% shares of the world book 
market, followed by China with 12% in 2014, 
whereas The United Kingdom, Germany, and 
France collaboratively held 15%.  However, the 
new legislation addresses the use of digitization 
and eBook lending that will change the book 
market in Europe.  The new law will increase 
the digitization of out-of-commerce books, by 
working with copyright holders and publishers, 
as well as relieving the restrictions on licensing 
agreements for eBook lending.  Currently, most 
European publishers do not license eBooks for 
lending or interlibrary loans.  

Further information about the impact of the 
new Digital Single Market directive will be 
more evident as members of the European have 
two years to implement the law and analyze the 
impact through the court systems.  According 
to the opponents, the copyright changes place 

more control to the copyright holders, which 
are considered by the opponents as a restriction 
towards the freedom of speech and the lack 
of access to information.  Tyner stated, the 
copyright directive’s “overreaching, copyright 
protections will weaken online platforms’ abil-
ity to do business cheaply, curb Internet users’ 
ability and willingness to share information 
or expression, and encroach on Internet users’ 
privacy rights in the online space.”
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Column Editor’s Note:  This is my last 
copyright column for Against the Grain.  
I have been writing this column for over 
20 years and have very much enjoyed 
answering your questions and explaining the 
law to librarians, publishers 
and authors.  I left the law 
library at the University of 
North Carolina when I became 
associate dean for academic 
affairs and then spent my last 
three years before retirement 
as a full-time law teacher.  I 
retired from my job in 2013 but 
continued to produce the column.  I knew that 
there would be a day when it was time to give 
up the column, and the time has come. 

I am so pleased that Will Cross, Director 
of the Copyright and Digital Scholarship 
Center at the North Carolina State University 
Libraries, will be taking over the column.  Will 
is a fabulous writer, and I know that he will do 
an excellent job.  He was a wonderful student 
and I was privileged to teach him both as a law 
student at the University of North Carolina 
and when he was a graduate student in the 
School of Journalism there. — LG

QUESTION:  A medical librarian asks 
about using charts and tables from articles, 
which the library treats as a one complete 
work.  Is this correct?

ANSWER:  Technically, charts and tables 
are separate graphic works.  How to treat them  
depends on the following.  If the author of the 
article or book authored the chart and they have 
been neither separately published nor published 
elsewhere, then the chart is a small part of that 
article or book.  Reproducing it would count 
as copying a small portion of the work.  By 
contrast, if the chart is authored by someone 
else and is used in that book or article with 
permission, then it must be treated as a separate 
work and permission would be required from 
the original producer of the chart.

QUESTION:  A publisher inquires about 
the recent French dispute over the old pho-
tographs of the works of Picasso.

ANSWER:  This case presents a very com-
plicated fact pattern as well as the recognition 
of foreign judgments in U.S. courts.  Working 
with Picasso in the early 1900s, photographer 
Christian Zervos compiled some 16,000 pho-
tographs of Picasso’s works and published a 
multi-volume collection of the photos in 1932 
known as the Zervos Catalogue.  A French 
citizen, de Fontbrune, later acquired the 
rights to the catalog.  In 1995, Alan Wofsy, an 
American art editor, obtained permission from 
the Picasso estate to reproduce the master’s 

works and began publishing a new reference 
collection, The Picasso Project.  It included 
some of the photographs that appeared in the 
Zervos Catalogue.  De Fontbrune sued Wofsy 
in France;  the French court ultimately found 

that Wofsy’s use of the Zervos 
photos infringed copyright.  The 
court prohibited Wofsy from 
future use of the photographs and 
imposed a fine of approximately 
$1,680 for each future use of the 
prohibited works.

Almost a decade later, copies 
of The Picasso Project were 

found in a French bookstore.  De Fontbrune 
sued to enforce the previously awarded fine 
that resulted in a 2012 judgment against 
Wofsy of $2.2 million.  To enforce the French 
judgment against Wofsy, de Fontbrune sued 
in California state court under the state’s Uni-
form Foreign-Country Monetary Judgments 
Recognition Act (most U.S. states have a 
similar statute).  

Wofsy successfully argued that the French 
judgment contravenes fundamental U.S. public 
policy that favors free speech and promotion 
of the arts.  According to the court, fair use 
would also prevent recognition of the French 
judgment and The Picasso Project was fair 
use as it was published as a reference work for 
libraries, academic institutions, art collections 
and auction houses.  Regardless of the merits of 
the judgment in France, free speech is grounded 
in the U.S. Constitution and anything that con-
travenes it is repugnant to U.S. public policy.

QUESTION:  A college librarian asks 
if borrowing textbooks through interlibrary 
loan violates copyright.

ANSWER:  The simple answer is no.  
Textbooks are not treated differently from 
other books for ILL purposes.  Borrowing the 
textbook for a user is no problem, unless the 
library that owns the work has signed a license 
agreement not to lend the work to anyone 
outside of its own institution.  In that case, 
any infringement would be on the part of the 
lending library and not the borrowing one.  The 
borrowing library should not copy the work, 
other than small portions, for library reserves 
or for users, however.

QUESTION:  A researcher asks about sci-
entific charts and tables of data.  If someone 
takes this information and creates his or her 
own depiction of the data is this copyright 
infringement?

ANSWER:  The data contained in scientific 
charts, graphs and tables is factual and facts 
are not copyrightable.  The presentation of the 
data in a chart or other graphic depiction may 
be copyrightable as a graphic work, however, 
if the chart is sufficiently original.  This means 

that someone else can take the data to create 
another graphic depiction and claim copyright 
protection for the new presentation of the data.  
He or she should cite where the data was pre-
viously published, however.

QUESTION:  A corporate librarian won-
ders about requesting permission to reprint 
a work that specifies a print run quantity of 
5,000 copies.  If that quantity is exceeded 
through the years, must permission be ob-
tained again?

ANSWER:  Yes.  Permission requested 
and received covers only what is specifically 
granted.  Therefore, whenever the reprint 
number is reached, it is time to make another 
request.  Reprint requests may be made directly 
on the Copyright Clearance Center websites 
for CCC members.  Otherwise, contact the 
original publisher to seek permission.

QUESTION:  A university librarians in-
quires about the new search engine for digital 
images introduced by the Creative Commons.

ANSWER:  The Creative Commons 
introduced CC Search, which is described on 
the CC website as “a tool that allows openly 
licensed and public domain works to be discov-
ered and used by everyone.”  It currently covers 
more than 300 million images and aggregates 
across multiple repositories into a single cat-
alog from 21 major collections such as major 
museums and Flickr.  Moreover, it facilitates 
reuse of images through machine-generated 
tags and one-click attribution.

The CC does not verify whether the images 
are properly CC licensed or if the information 
is accurate or complete.  The CC warns users 
that they are responsible for independently 
verifying the license status and attribution 
information before using the image.  

Plans for CC Search include not only im-
ages but also additional media types such as 
open texts and audio.  The ultimate goal is to 
provide access to all 1.4 billion CCC licensed 
and public domain works on the web.

QUESTION:  A college faculty member 
asks what is the difference between a de mi-
nimis amount and a fair use amount.

ANSWER:  A de minimis amount is defined 
by Miriam Webster’s “as lacking significance 
or importance; so minor as to merit disregard.”  
A fair use portion is larger than so minor as to 
merit disregard.  One of the four fair use factors 
is the amount and substantiality of the portion 
used in comparison to the work as a whole.  It 
is both a quantity and quality test.  A commonly 
cited example of a fair use portion is one article 
from a journal issue or a single chapter of a 
book.  If the portion reproduced represents the 
heart of the work, it will fail this test regardless 
of the quantity copied.  


